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Introduction:    General Consideration» 

Management is an art.    It reflects the personal attributes and behaviour of the 

manager as well as his technical qualifications.    A successful manager is one who 

combines a balanced attitude, a reasonable insight and a clear vision.    But he 

nust also be conversant with the business he manages.    His ability to deal successfully 

with his business problems is a function of these qualities. 

In any search for treatment of the problems of financial management of chambers 

of industry in Africa, the key issue is that of selecting a suitable manager.    He 

need not be a financial specialist.    Indeed, most chambers would not be able to 

afford paying for the services of a financial specialist.    The problems which the 

officer responsible for the financial management of the chamber of industry has to 

grapple with differ from those confronting the management of the industrial enterprises 

which the ohaaber is called upon to guide and serve. 

Thi chamber of industry in the present African scene is a service institution 

whose finances are not entirely governed by professional considerations.   They are 

greatly affected by political and economic factors of the environment.    Hence, to 

identify problems of financial management and to treat them successfully must be 

based on a careful analysis of these factors.    The task is essentially a field 

operation. 

That is why "the initiative of UMIDO in organising the first Training Workshop 

for Managerial Personnsl of Chambers of Industry in Africa is both welcome and timely. 

for although there is widespread acceptance of the view that these chambers have an 

indispensable role to play in the industrialisation of their respective countries, 

it is unwise to assume that the nature and scope of that role are well defined 

everywhere.   Participants in the workshop will no doubt be abls to exchange their 

experiences and also to bring into the discussion concrete problems of management 

including financial 
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The Workshop should also help to remove much of the misconception that inhibits 

the healthy growth of these chambers and thus enable a working definition to be made 

of the role which these institutions would play in the present African scene.    An 

African chamber of industry could and should become an effective instrument of 

mobilising the industrial community for the cause and achievement of a rapid and 

balanced industrial development.    Perusal of the annotated agenda of the Workshop 

reveals at once the nature and scope of the services which chambers of industry and 

similar institutions may undertake on behalf of their members, or for their benefit, 

in specific activities related to the acceleration of industrial development.    These 

services may have to be extended to the field of international technical co- 

operation, in which the efforts of the chamber of industry will be most valuable. 

But to carry out its functions, the ohamber requires adequate financial resources in 
regular flow. 

Adequacy of Financial Resources 

How to raise the necessary funds is the basic problem of finanoial management. 

An active agency responding to an economic need usually stimulates the benefioiary 

to underwrite its cost.    The practical validity of this claim is somewhat doubtful 

in regard to chambers of industry in African countries.    It has to be tested in 

reference to the relevant environmental factors.    It may be useful to digress and 

oonsider briefly those of environmental factors that are of general application. 

CHAPTBl I 

Ivolution of African Chamber« 

It ie noteworthy that few chambers of industry in Afrioa exist as institutions 

separate from chamber, of commerce.   This alliance is quite significant, though it 

might not have been so when it started.    It is recalled that industrial development 

i» most African countries is of recent origin.    The title of »Chamber of Commerce 

and Industry« was often used as a matter of emulating similar institutions in the 

metropolitan country.    How, the alliance may prove to be a compelling necessity in 

view of the fundamental inter-relationship of trade development and industrial 

promotion, lack of adequate resources of men and material, need of avoiding 
fragmentation of institutional structure, etc 
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It 18 also  to be noted that such industrial enterprises as were established 

prior to indopendence, were wholly or largely owned by foreign interests.    They 

were mostly outposts, deeignod to exploit mineral resources or to undertake the 

processin« of raw materials intended for exportation.     In a few oases foreign 

enterprises were suffioiently numerous to warrant a separate chamber of industry 
or an industrial association. 

In the new era of independence,  most African state» had tc face the compi« 

t«k of nation-building.   They became committed to accelerated economic development 

for which they planned programe, of industrialisation.     In th. „eantimo, little 

attention «. paid to the potential, of chamber, of induetry or siailar institution.. 

The apparent apathy had, ho»ever, gradually ohengl into  acknowledg»«« of th. role 

of the» chamber, in industrial development,   tad by the time UHIW held the firet 

International Industrial ¡¡„o.ium at Athens in 1967, the acknowledgement «a. a!..* 

universal.    A .peoial „solution of th. Symposium drew attention to th, indite»..«. 

»1. of th. oha-ber of industry in industrial development and called upon OH» to 
offer then technical assistance. 

The Legal Statu« 

This clia»^ of attitude is likely to affect the le*al statu, of the African 

charter of i«du.try, that i. to say,  whether it i. to be finally incorporated a. 

a voluntary association uirier oc*»a• law or-a. a-.tatutory body with well-defined 

r.spon.ibiliti*. and functions.    The type of legal statu* affects both th. role and 
the finances of the chamber. 

A. a voluafry association, the chamber of industry «aust depend almost entirely 

on th. voluntary contribution of it. ««ber..   It. very existence pre•, a 

datree of industrial develop»«* iB which independent industrialist, control a 

•ubstantial proportion of industrial production.   In other words, there is a fairly 

active private sector to support such an association.    It i. true that under whatever 

title they saur«.*, the African oha-ber. of industry were mostly the heritage of the 

pra-independenoe era.   They have become closely «.ooiated with th. promotion and 

protection of private enterpri.e.    Thi. link i. also reinforced in another way. 
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Since members of the chamber of industry are employers of labour,  their organisations 

are treated as autonomous employors« organizations coming within the purview of 

the international labour conventions concerning freedom of association. 

Be that as it may, the eoonomic and political climate in Africa hardly favours 

the rapid growth of chambers of industry under a voluntary incorporation system. 

The public sector in most African countries represents a preponderant, or at least 

a substantial, segment of the industrial activity.    Its active participation in a 

privately managed chamber is a remote possibility.    Nor is it reasonable to expect 

such a chamber to play the role to which reference was made in earlier paragraphs. 

Furthermore, the government may wish to entrust the chamber of industry with 

specific tasks such as administration of certain services or undertakings of a 

public utility nature.    It could hardly do so if the chamber were a private body. 

In the circumstances, it would appear that the rise of the chamber of industry 

to the position of an influential national institution under the status of a 

voluntary association is very limited indeed.    It will have neither it. own 

potential nor the legal and administrative facilities which only the government 
may offer to a public body. 

CHAPTER II 

Scopo and Problems of Financial Maitag—«» 

TU« scopo of financial management of a chamber of industry must correspond to 

the service, it undertakes.    Participants in the Workshop will «ave ample opportunity 

to appreciate the dimensions of the field operation of the ofcnbe* of industry 

when they di.cuss the different service, which it can perform,   fly the same token 

they will also appreciate the need for sound financial administration and control! 

The attendant prcblmm. are ocmmonplace enough, but thsir treatment require, csrsful 

handling if the chambsr is to become an effective and efficacious nations! 
institution. 

Jam ..>.^^*e»^iflr1ïï.       , 
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>«nnif..tly, financial sagement mu.t deal with the co.t eetimate. of the 
.ervice. it parforai!, ^ tbe Khara,ithal of oovorlng ^ ^    ^ ^ ^^ 

involve «any probi«..    Thoeo connected with inco», raising are normally the »ore 
oruoial.    It i. perhap. moro appropriato to consider them fir.t. 

Broadly .peaking, the .ource. of income of a chamber of indu.try are not 
uniform in each .„..    They vary fro» country to count.y.    A brief analy.i. of .„, 

«uro. »ill bring out the relevant problem, which financial management «ill face. 

1«      Annual Subioription 

Thi. i. the »o.t u«al method of rai.lng fund, by the chamber.    Although a flat 
rat. 1. »ot unknown, it i. „ual to a. „„„., fow on th„ „^ of ^ 

1-portanc., u.ing for thi. purpc. the criterion of .ale. or production capacity. 
Thi. appli.. to both the voluntary and th. .tatutory type of chamber.    „ .„.»Id 

b. not-   how„„, that in th. oM. of voluntar, incorporation, erta!» probi«, 

are lik.1, to ari...    fly d.finitio», „,b«.hip i. voluntary.    H«c., adh«.«e. 

7n ZT ""wÜT aW'"0lrtl0n * im«*>* •»-"«• »' «• *«*. which „eh 
-ill obtain.   Without inculcating a .trong .«.. of oo-c» i„t„a.t, or without a 

pcrful influx, of a tradition for in.titutlo„-building, it »ay b. very difficult 
to P.•*. th. „„ cla.. of «trVr««r. in Africa tc join an ,*p.n.iv. chamber of 

»Wry.    If th., are pur^adl at all, th.ir contribution ma, fall v«y .hort of 
it. flnanolal requirement.. 

If th. otaib«. i. a .tatutory body, it. .«,ber.hip i. uwall, „ndator,. 

*""" °f "-,W•, "*"**io»t ». «foro-bl. by la».   Th«-. 1. at l«.t on. 
ln.tano. of rtatutor, inoorporaticn wh«. th. annual f.. provi.ion i. ,„,„«, ,_ 

IT0^ *"0B ln4u,trial "• °°~"lal profit- ~» *—•»• «* ». '-«« 
ot —b»., a..««,, .. »U«tt„ of f.„.    But it ha. a «r«t dl.adv«t« in 

1Z1" i-"*""th* "—of imlvmmx or of **"«"> •** «»'»-- -MMt>«ralup tout or». 
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2. Donations 

It is customary, in the articles of association of the voluntary chamber or the 

charter of the statutory one, to provide for the receipt of donations from members, 

subject to the approval of tho board of the chamber or its general assembly.    This 

could prove a very important source of finance,  especially where there is disparity 

in the importance of members or their ability to contribute. 

3. Special Levy 

The use of special levy is not an uncommon practice.    It is deemed effective, 

and convenient too, in oases of initiating collective actions of a non-recurrent 

nature.    Por instance, a special levy or collection could be used for the purpose 

of organising missions abroad, holding a conference or a technical meeting, receiving 
foreign missions, subscribing to a national cause, etc. 

4»     Service Charges 

In some cases, chambers of industry may be authorised to perform servi oes to 

the benefit or on behalf of, their members.    These services may entail out-of- 

pocket expenses or the engagement of consultants.    The beneficiary is required to 

pay the cost.    This source is not likely to be very important. 

5»     Management of Ihterprisas 

It is not unknown in African countries that the government entrusts the chamber 

of commerce and industry with the promotion and management of publio utility 

undertaking«.    It may even be permitted to set up commercial and industrial 

enterprises.    Although the chamber is a non-profit-making body, its activities in 

this field nay produce substantial financial surplus eaoh year, enabling it to 
perfora other free services or oostly functions. 

It will be readily acknowledged that the incursion of the ohamber of commerce 

and industry into the field of promoting and managing commercial and industrial 

•nterprises, which may be defended as a temporary expedient or as a guide and 

encourage»«* to entrepreneurs during the early stages of economic development, 
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is hardly consistent with the rolo of the chamber as a service institution for 

industrial development.    This incursion should be discouraged.     At any rate, 

it will raise the usual financial problems facing commercial and industrial 

enterprises, a situation with which the chamber is not qualified to deal.    Indeed, 

the efforts of resolving these problems may well undermine the performance of other 
funotions by the chamber. 

6»      Government Subsidy 

The reasons for the expectation that the growth of chambers of industry will be 

conditioned by their legal status as statutory bodies, are also valid in respect of 

the willingness of governments to subsidise these chambers-.    The services of the 

chambers may beoome so multifarious and their frequency so difficult to anticipate 

that the usual cost estimation fails to provide for emergency financial calls.    Or 

the regular sources of finance may be temporarily or permanently inadequate.    The 

Treasury must step in to cover the deficit.    After all, the chamber is performing a 
national service.    It has the right to expeot state aid. 

?•      International Financial Aid 

Referenoe was made in an earlier section to the resolution of the Athens 

Symposium concerning the aid that may be. offered by UNIDO to chambers of industry oo 

as to enable them to play their indispensable role in the industrial development 

of their respective countries.    The aid envisaged in this resolution is technical 

assistanoe.    It involves no direct financial contribution. 

Now mention has been made, in the Provisional Annotated Agenda of the Workshop, 

of the possibility of obtaining direct financial assistanoe from international or 

regional kindred associations.    On the face of it, the possibility seems to be 

rather renote.    The first difficulty is to find the kindred association that has the 

fund.    Then the government attitude of the oountry of the would-be recipient chamber 

may oause very delicate politioal considerations to supervene. 
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What seems to be a more practical approach to secure financial assistance fron» 

international and regional associations and organizations,  is to evolve a co- 

operative system for sub-contracting the preparation of studies or the performance 

of services relating to approved projects of technical co-operation.    In playing 

the role of a promoter of industrial development, the chamber of industry aoquireo 

the experience and competence to undertake technical studies and services required 

for the preparation and implementation of technical co-operation projects.    The 

executing agencies could, with great advantage, make use of this possibility.    At 
least it is a possibility worth exploring. 

Estimâtes of Expenditure 

The services which the chamber of industry can be made to perfora are varied and 

often highly technical.    It may not be possible for the chamber to engage full-time 

workers to perform all the technical services.    Neither the financial nor the 

human resources available, nor even the required frequency of performance, will 
ensure the full employment of full-time technicians. 

Accordingly, the chamber must rely on outside collaborators or pfröfssWonal     ' 

consultants possessing special expertise.    They have to be paid fees, whose prior 
estimation presents a very difficult problem. 

On the other hand, the chamber may have, among its members and office holder«, 

highly qualified individuals.    They can be relied on to serve on technical 

committees or to undertake personal assignments.    This possibility, though it 

offer« no complete substitute for the consultants, nay well reduce the need for the 
latter. 

Finally, the overall problem of financial management i«, of oour«s, to présent 

» bud** embodying the expenditure it estimate, for the performance of the servios« 

and the revenue it expects with proposals for stimulating such rsvsnue. 
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Summary and Conclusion« 

These are the principal problems peculiar to the financial management of th« 

chambers of industry and similar institutions in the African region.    Quertions 

pertaining to the observance of financial rule, and regulations including intimai 
oontrol and outsiie audit, have not been considered in thii discussion paper. 
Thsy do not raise special problems. 

To recapitulate, it i. recalled that treatment of the special probi«, of 

financial i»anage»ent of charters of industry and similar institutions must bs 
related to politico-economic factors of the environnent.   There ars encouraging 

•ifns of widespread acknowledgement of the indispensable role of these institutions 
in ths industrial development of their respsotlve countries - and possibly as 
«««MI of fostering regional and international oo-operation.   It appears that 
statutory incorporation will be the nomai type of development. 

Ths businsss of financial management is determined by the scops and contants 
of ths tas*, sntrustsd to the chamber a. a ssrvioe institution.    Seven principal 

sonrose of finance have osan analysed, but ths propsr assessment of any ons of then 

can only be made according to ths circumstances of individual case«.   Otherwise 
ons risks unrealistic conclusions. 

Special attention is, ho waver, invited to ths suggestion that direct financial 

aid may be forthcoming from regional and international kindred associations.   It 
has bssn submitted that this suggestion may raise political issues and create 

nationalist opposition.   An altsrnative suggestion has bsen made.    It aims at 

evolving a comperati ve system for sub-contracting for ths preparation of studia« and 
the performance of services rslating to approved technical co-operation projects. 
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